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Abstract: - Knowledge representation is a very important aspect of curricula design. It involves dealing with qualitative data. One of the best solutions to represent the qualitative data for strategic and tactical decisions is by using a model. Therefore, this paper deals with model-based technique to model the domain knowledge that corresponds to Computer Science curriculum design. It would integrate the evaluation and adaptation that takes place in light of structural and/or functional constraints. Here, the model is intended as interpretations of the computer science curriculum structure. This domain is suitable since curriculum designing is a complex task involving vast amounts of information and requires many different types of expert knowledge. The conventional knowledge-based systems lack the robustness needed to cope with the variety of combinations and requirements that can be encountered during curriculum design. This paper introduces recursive methodology in domain modelling to model Computer Science undergraduate curriculum design.
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1 Introduction
Curriculum design is particularly challenging in academia where resources are limited and not many faculty members achieve depth in all areas of major fields. Furthermore, curriculum design requires knowledge and understanding of the domain in order for the designers to be able to develop the most appropriate curriculum model. Curriculum design also requires the designer to adhere certain procedures that are more or less structured. This paper presents an appropriate technique of modelling a structured domain area. This paper identifies the use of Model-Based Technique (MBT) [2] to model this more or less structured domain. MBT is an old but still very fruitful and important area in artificial intelligence research. Nowadays MBT is used as a basic technology in several different application areas, including tutoring systems such as learning C++ [5] and Mathematical Tutoring [9], software debugging, monitoring and control of technical system in industrial sector [3], mobile and autonomous systems. Although some of the basic ideas can be taken from all these areas but there are some differences because of the different nature of all domains.

MBT requires a model of the domain to be constructed first [5]. In this case, this would be a model of the curriculum structure. This model is used to simulate the appropriate and expected basic behaviour of the curriculum structure. This behaviour would then be compared with the predicted behaviour by the user (curriculum designers). The discrepancies between these two behaviours are used to hypothesize structural discrepancies in the mental model of the curriculum designers and generate feedback.
to advise the curriculum designers. Finally as the domain model is complete, MBT is comprehensive in its coverage of possible behavioural (and hence, structural) discrepancies. This is not necessarily true of Rule-Based systems, which cannot address behavioural discrepancies [5]. Rule-Based systems are good at replicating the heuristics experts’ use. Similarly, Case-Based Reasoning systems are primarily constrained to the types of cases already stored in the knowledge base [11]. It only may recall similar, previously solved cases and adapt their solutions to the current requirements.

For every new CS undergraduate program that would be introduced, there should be certain criteria to be looked into and guidelines to be followed. In developing and designing curriculum structure it is very important to ensure that the program has strong and clear objectives. It is time consuming and extremely difficult to incorporate all criteria into one solid model of a curriculum structure. Besides, a good knowledge-based design would require a ready to be used general rules knowledge to solve a huge class such as curriculum design. Therefore, this study would analyse and assist the curriculum designers in determining the best practices model based on their requirements. In addition, this research would discuss the recursive methodology produced in designing and generating the model.

The next section analyses related work on the application of MBT for domain modelling in an analyzing and advising applications. Section 3 would describe the domain model and how it is used to produce the solution and generate feedback. The implementation area would be discussed in section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper discussing the prototype design, contributions and limitations of the case study and further work being concluded.

2. Domain Modeling Using MBT

A model-based representation is an intuitive paradigm, which has been shown to be theoretically sound and possess some computational advantages over reasoning with formula-based representations of knowledge [12]. MBT [3] is based on explicit, behavioural models of components, which are free of any assumptions about their intended use. To perform diagnosis, these models are manipulated by appropriate reasoning routines. For example, one classic approach is to use a "perfect" model to generate the ideal operation, and then introduce faults into the model to reproduce the behaviour of the real world system. When the model's behaviour matches the actual behaviour, the faults in the model are candidates for the real world faults.

Domain Modelling does not need to include the answer (solutions) in the curriculum development. This is practical for the curriculum structure development since they can occur in a multiple different combinations. The model knows the best structure. However not every combination of states would be possible in the real world. Combination rules as a constraint for controlling purposes were used to prevent the decision support system from considering inconsistent/invalid combinations of states in earlier stages. Certain scenario fragments may contain this as a consequent state, indicating that the combination of the elements requested and prerequisite states it contains is inconsistent. Therefore, the domain model doubles as the runnable expert module. Constraint-Based Modeling [10] does not require the inclusion of a runnable expert module either. However, it targets the knowledge that prescribes user’s actions whereas MBR targets the knowledge that describes the domain’s behaviour. In this sense, the two could co-exist in assisting and advising mechanism. There have been more recent efforts to extend Constraint Based Modeling to include a runnable expert module [8].

Furthermore, this paper introduces the recursive methodology during the modeling process. This methodology would make the process of modeling the domain more structured, effective and efficient. The whole process indicates how the modeling process is narrowed down. It also can identify any mistake in the early phase.
3. Recursive Methodology

The aim of the overall process is to produce a complete/solid and matching model of CS curriculum structure using recursive methodology. This methodology requires the constructed model to go through two phases as shown in figure 1 below. The first phase is to generate an initial robust model. In generating a robust model, the main framework in a template form is designed and classified earlier. This model is intended as early interpretations of the target structure.

Meanwhile the second phase gives the flexibility of choices whereby the user is allowed to filter the selection of the initial model’s structure. The flow of second phase is as indicated using circulation arrows of ‘Process Phase 2’ in figure 1. However, this selection would not change the main structure as defined in the first phase. The current selection would return to the knowledge based and the process is repeated where the inference engine would analyse and interpret the changes. The whole process of modeling the curriculum structure is limited to two possible choices because the system would finally determine and view the final model. This final model is generated according to user’s mental model and knowledge-based.

This methodology is different from generative architecture of a model-based tutor [5], which the hypothesis of both models is the final result of the process. Meanwhile robust MBT in crime investigation [4] directly uses the hypothesis that was created from the domain without executing the comparison process. They apply problem independent technique to those models.

4. CS Curricula Model

In this section, details about the modeling technique and recursive method to model the domain knowledge that corresponds to CS curriculum design would be discussed. There are several groups of elements in the suggested
knowledge based. During knowledge acquisition, the essential elements for the standard structure of CS curriculum have been identified.

**CODE:**

I – University/Program Requirements  
II – CS Core Subjects  
III – CS Electives  
IV – Free Elective  
V – Internship  
VI – Thesis  
VII – Additional Maths

Figure 2: CS General elements in codes form

Those elements consist of university/program requirements, CS core subjects [1], CS electives subjects [1], other discipline core subjects, free electives, internship, thesis and additional mathematics which are represented in codes as shown in Figure 2.

From the analysis of internal and external universities curriculum structure and the standards put forward by the professional bodies [1,6,7], it is found that there are several common patterns of program offered. In order to determine those common structures, the pattern has been grouped and classified in models form. Each of the models constructed has it’s own criteria and characteristics. There are four main models of CS curriculum that is categorised into two different modes of studies. For single major program, three different structures identified are CS (General), CS and CS (Minor), CS and Other/Option (Minor). The element of CS and CS (Minor) consists of elements from figure 2 plus CS Specialisation. Meanwhile, CS and Other/Option (Minor) consists of elements from figure 2 plus Other Discipline Core and Interdisciplinary. On the other hand, double major program offered a structure of CS (Major) and Other/Option (Major) consists of elements from figure 2 plus Other Discipline Core and Interdisciplinary.

All these elements are compiled using aggregation technique. Those elements are analysed and transformed into rule combinations. Therefore the rule combinations are the abstraction of the domain knowledge. The rule combinations are used for producing the initial model and later would represent the template for the final model. Some of the combination rules are as shown in figure 3. Figure 3 shows the example combination list of a model of CS (General) program.

**Rule Combination:**

I + II + III + VIII  
I + II + III + VIII + V  
I + II + III + VIII + VI  
I + II + III + VIII + V + VI  
I + II + III + VIII + VII  
I + II + III + VIII + V + VII  
I + II + III + VIII + VI + VII  
I + II + III + VIII + V + VI + VII

* I + II + III + VIII = SGENERAL

**SGENERAL**  
SGENERAL + V  
SGENERAL + VI  
SGENERAL + V + VI  
SGENERAL + VII  
SGENERAL + V + VII  
SGENERAL + VI + VII  
SGENERAL+ V + VI + VII

Figure 3: Rule Combination

Based on user’s choice, the initial model is intended to interpret target structure of CS design. It indicates the basic structure of rule combination as the following examples in Figure 4. This initial model is used to simulate the correct behaviour in order to get the main idea and would be compared with user’s expectation. The evaluation and adaptation take
place in light of structural and functional constraints.

Figure 4: Initial model

This is to control from considering such inconsistent combination in earlier stage. Even though there would be multiple of different combinations, it is important to realise that not every combination would be possible in the real world. There is a complete description and rationale for each element to give the user a strong understanding. In fact there are also functions provided for the user to make changes in the initial model. Figure 4 indicates snapshot for the complete elements selection together with the list of subject.

The next phase is to generate a hypothesis according to the discrepancies between both initial model and user’s expectation. Here there is a need for question-answer session to clarify the requirements. The system would then enter the second phase of the recursive technique whereby the hypothesis would go through the domain knowledge to expand the model. The system would begin to verify and integrate the constraints to the combination subjects. At this stage, the inference engine would refer back to the common structure selected by the user. Each of the common structure has its own constraints’ specification such as the subject components, its percentage and credit hours. Meanwhile the inference process also includes the calculation task of overall credit hours and percentage of curriculum structure. Besides that the system would consider the curriculum designing prerequisites guideline in generating the final model as shown in figure 5.

Finally it would generate the solid/complete curriculum structure model in a framework form that contains details about course information, objectives, selection made and curriculum structure complete with the detail subject list to be displayed to the user as shown in figure 5.

Figure 5 Sample Complete/Final Model of CS Curriculum Framework

5. Conclusion and future work
This research has shown that by implementing MBT using recursive methodology would identify conflict at an early stage. Therefore other processes in producing the knowledge model would be more effective. In addition, the constraints for template designing are important to ensure the combination is valid for the real world situation. Aside from these, a number of important theoretical issues remain to be addressed in future research. In particular, an
approach to compute with crude probabilities, suitable for curriculum development and design, must be formalized. The combination of compulsory elements contained in the template may be constrained by time durations in addition their relative orders. Moreover, this research can be enhanced by considering to add another technique known as Case-Based Reasoning once the system is executed. This is to recall similar, previous solutions and putting learning elements as well.

The current situation shows that the number of Computer Science (CS) undergraduate programs being offered whether by public or private universities and colleges in Malaysia has increased each year. The CS curriculum structure has also been focused and given priority due to market requirements and government policies towards producing knowledgeable graduates in the field of Information Technology (IT).

The development of the system in assisting the aforementioned domain is expected to improve the understanding of the domain structure. The system would help and assist curriculum designers by giving them the knowledge required in developing the CS undergraduate curriculum structure for the public and private higher learning institutions. Besides, the methodology and technique suggested could also be deployed on any domain knowledge related to curricula design.
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